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shop on the pavement. On their doorsteps women
were weaving flowers into garlands which, no
sooner made, were carried off by mysterious little
page-boys. All the small fry of an Indian street in
its colourful confusion was busy linking flower-
chains of jasmine with deft little brown fingers, and
all the flowers piled in osier baskets on the thresholds
of the houses flooded the languid air of noon with
fragrance. On the site of a dismantled house at a
street corner a trestle-stage had been erected on
which some actors were improvising a comedy in
dumb show.
Now and again a sudden eddy of the crowd swept
me into one of the little side-streets; sounding all
their horns at once, cars sped past, all going in the
same direction, to a large open square which I had
had in view for some time, at the far end of a street
in front of me. The high fagade of an old palace
filled one side of the square ; on another was the
huge gate of Patiala Fort, a walled city containing
the Durbar Hall, the Princesses' Palace and other
large edifices. In the centre of the Fort, surrounded
by these buildings, is a smaller square which was
electrically lit at night with moving sky-signs, a
constant source of wonder to the native crowd.
In the city square outside the Fort I came on that
curious establishment, the Patiala Bank. Over two
adjoining shops, a grain merchant's and a cook-shop,
a covered balcony, awnedlike an arbour by a spread-
ing vine, sailed out above the pavement. A band of
calico was fastened to the branches of the vine, and
across the leaves I made out two words in faded
lettering : " Patiala Bank." A dark, steep stair-
case was let into the wall, and after stumbling up the
uneven steps I found myself in an ill-lit office round
which were blocks of counters screened by iron rail-

